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Jan Ladislav Dussek (1760-1812)

Jan Ladislav Dussek was born in Bohemia in 1760 and died at the age of 52 in France
after a brilliant career as a virtuoso pianist and composer. He travelled widely during his
exciting and colourful life and at times during his youth lived in Prague, Amsterdam
and The Hague. In 1783 he visited St. Petersburg where he performed at the court of
Catherine II. For two years he was Kapellmeister to Prince Radziwill in Lithuania. He
visited numerous cities in Germany performing with increasing success and becoming
one of the most celebrated pianists of his time. His playing was glowingly described by
his contemporaries as “his fine declamatory style the ideal for every artistic
performance ... magical ... with charming grace of manner ... a wonderful touch”.

During his stay in Paris from 1786-1789 he was a great favourite with Marie Antoinette
who was enchanted by his playing, but at the onset of the Revolution he fled to England,
aware of the danger he was in on account of his connection with the Royal Family. He
remained in London for 11 years, teaching and performing and was befriended and
greatly admired by Haydn, who also visited London during this time.

Dussek’s relationship in Paris and then London with the celebrated Anne-Marie
Krumpholz, said to be the greatest harpist of her time, had already resulted in the
composition of many works for this instrument. In 1792 he married another harpist,
Sophia Cori. However, in 1800 he left England hastily and fled to Hamburg to avoid
heavy debts incurred by setting up an ill fated business with his wife’s father and also
possibly to free himself from his marital obligations. In 1803 at Magdeburg he met
Prince Louis Ferdinand whose patronage and friendship were very valuable to Dussek
and whose untimely death in 1806 brought about the composition of the Élégie
Harmonique sonata. He returned to Paris in 1807, continuing to captivate his audiences.
Their enthusiasm for his playing was expressed in a review by Mereaux, who wrote,
after attending one of his concerts in 1808, “the enchanted fingers of Dussek, who had a



magic of performance, a power and a charm of expression which were truly
irresistible”. Dussek died at St. Germain-en-Laye in March 1812.

The Duos Concertants, Op. 69 (sometimes numbered Op. 74 and 73) were composed
in 1810-1811 and are among Dussek’ s last works. He died in March 1812. Nos. 1 and
3, played on this recording, were originally written for harp and piano and then arranged
for piano-four-hands, whereas the second duo of the opus 69 set was written for piano
duet before being arranged for harp and piano. It is interesting to hear how perfectly the
writing blends together the sound of the period piano and harp. The effect is completely
changed when using modern instruments; the very different timbres almost certainly
would not have been what Dussek had in mind. These duos have only very rarely been
heard and it is hoped they will be of interest on that account and also because, according
to the New Grove “without doubt, Dussek’s best works for the harp are his late Trois
duos concertants (opus 69) for harp and piano written for performance by himself and J.
Naderman in Paris”
.
Derek Bell discovered the first printed editions of the Op. 69 Nos. 1 & 3 among some
other second-hand harp music he was interested in buying in the 1960s. They are
published by Naderman and are the scores used for this recording. The quaint hand
engraving has a quantity of obvious misprints, common at a time when the engraver had
no chance to correct a mistake without starting the page again with a new expensive
copper plate. Fortunately it was possible to rectify these errors, especially as the harp
and piano parts are written separately. What gives an added insight into Dussek’s
performance practices are the numerous dynamic and pedal directions and indications of
spread chords (written in the old fashioned way with a slanted stroke). The whole score
is peppered with instructions, often in quick succession, to play dolce, rinforzando,
calando and con fuoco to name but a few. Dussek, like Clementi, initiated many
improvements to piano design by composing music of increasing difficulty and
demanding an extended keyboard range. These late works also show that Dussek was
excited by Erard’s development of the double action harp in 1810. Erard made 4000



double action harps decorated in the “Grecian” style between 1811 and 1835 and it is
one of these that Derek Bell is playing on this CD. Dussek makes no easy concessions
to the difficult writing for the harp and both instruments have equally interesting parts in
true concertante style. There are many brilliant passages as one would expect from
works written for Dussek himself to play with one of the leading harp virtuosi.
However, Naderman was an exponent of the single action harp and as a harp
manufacturer himself, opposed the introduction of the double action instruments. Maybe
he did not like to admit the superiority of the patented Erard improvements (still used
today). Certainly these duos concertants with their testing scale passages and
modulations would have stretched his technique on the single action harp to the limit.

The Duo Concertant in B flat, Op. 69 No.1 is dedicated à Madame de Boufflers.
History does not tell us who she was or the nature of Dussek’s relationship with her. It
is a charming three movement work in classical form. The first movement marked
Allegro con fuoco begins grandly with both instruments playing together, but soon each
player is given solo themes which are played alternately by harp and piano as if in
conversation, sometimes breaking into triplets, a favourite device of Dussek. Each
section of the movement ends with one of these triplet passages invoking a pastoral
mood, although of the refined, elegant variety perhaps conjuring up aristocratic
shepherdesses at play. A short coda ends the movement with a return to the grand
chords of the opening theme.

The second movement, Andante moderato: Marche Funèbre is not unduly sombre
although using the typical funeral march rhythm throughout. It is formal in character but
with light touches and does not reflect the personal grief to be found in the solo sonata
Élégie Harmonique [tracks 4-5]. In the central section the movement builds to an
impressive crescendo, the piano theme accompanied by rippling arpeggios on the harp
before descending to pianissimo “drum rolls” in the bass of the piano. The main first
section is then repeated ending with an additional four bars of the drum roll motif.



The finale, Minuetto: Tempo di Ballo quasi Andante is, as the title implies, a graceful
dance movement and is written in Rondo ternary form. During some of the middle
section Dussek employs the very upper register of the piano with ornaments giving the
effect of a music box. This is one of the many timbres which can be realised much more
effectively on the early piano than on a modern instrument; the sounds of the plucked
strings of the harp and silvery tones of the upper notes of the piano combining together
in a charming way.

Sonata in F sharp minor, Op.61
Élégie harmonique sur le mort de son Altesse Prince Louis Ferdinand de Prusse

Written in 1806 -1807, this two movement sonata holds a special place among Dussek’s
works and is the intimate outpouring of his grief at the death of Prince Louis Ferdinand,
his patron from 1804. They met in 1803 and according to Spohr, the Prince, himself an
excellent musician, was not only a pupil and sponsor but a friend and close companion
in their many shared exploits as they travelled between the Prince’s battle campaigns.
Unfortunately in 1806 at the battle of Saalfeld, the Prince was killed, resulting in great
personal loss to Dussek.

The whole sonata, although written in classical forms, expresses unhinged emotions,
with violent swings of mood which Dussek indicates with instructions such as con
fuoco, con duolo, espressione and agitato; this unfocussed state of mind reflecting his
very real and impassioned feelings about the loss of his friend. Dussek’s innovative
writing shows how far ahead of his time he was in the development of Romantic piano
composition. It is interesting to remember that the title Romantic originally meant in the
style of telling a story.

The first movement begins with a long introductory section reminiscent of a recitative,
marked Lento patetico – senza ornamenti. Because of the very free character of this
introduction, contemporary performers might have taken liberties, adding their own



ornaments or even little cadenzas, in a manner quite usual at the time; to prevent this
Dussek specifically asks for no extra ornaments. The introduction ends with a hint of a
funeral march before leading into the main first subject marked Tempo agitato non
presto. Beginning with a beautifully expressive passage, the movement continues with
constant shifts of mood: dark despair, sudden protests, patriotic fervour and charming
melodic passages that seem to recall happier times.

The development section opens with the patriotic theme “....he poured out his precious
blood for his country” (Dussek wrote an inscription in French ending with these words
on the title page). Beginning in D flat, the development is consistently modulating, often
shifting a semitone in either direction in a manner very characteristic of his writing. The
restless emotional contrasts are interrupted by a short brilliant cadenza, culminating in a
violent landing on the very lowest F of Dussek’s keyboard, here written as E sharp. A
hesitant sotto voce passage leads into the recapitulation but omitting the patriotic theme
and finally the movement fades away in an atmosphere of poignant despair.

The second movement, in sonata rondo form, marked quasi presto, is written
throughout with the distracted emotion portrayed by continual off-beats, with
sometimes the right hand leading and sometimes the left. This gives an impression of
mental turbulence in the Sturm und Drang (storm and stress) idiom. This off-beat idea
continues throughout the quieter middle episode in G flat major which uncannily
foreshadows Schumann in his gentler introspective mood. The return of the main theme
after this is marked con duolo (with grief), the second subject then becoming more
violently impassioned. The final pianissimo rondo theme is followed by a coda which,
like the first movement, dies away morendo, with a sense of hopeless resignation.

The Duo Concertant in F major, Op. 69 No.3 dedicated à mon ami Naderman is a
substantial work with even more virtuoso passages for the harp than the B flat duo. The
first movement, Allegro moderato begins boldly and dramatically, followed by a light-
hearted dance like theme which then breaks into Dussek’s favoured triplets. Different



episodes rapidly follow one another: lyrical cantabile sections, ensemble passage work
in thirds and interplay between the harp and piano but the movement never strays from
a coherent whole in keeping with its classical form. The recapitulation, as is often found
with Dussek, is not all repeated material from the exposition but is a somewhat
shortened version omitting or changing some of the ideas developed in the central
section.

The Larghetto – dolce e cantabile slow movement in B flat, also marked espressivo for
good measure, is an aria-like theme of graceful beauty which gradually becomes
punctuated with dramatic moments and more embellishment until gently arriving at the
middle episode. This starts innocently enough in E flat but precipitously plunges into a
furious fortissimo passage with swift key changes and rapid triplets. The main theme
returns ornamented by little runs on the harp which then takes over the theme,
accompanied by continuous running piano demisemiquavers. These close the movement
with a lovely smorzando.

The final movement is an attractive Rondo – allegro ma moderato with a main theme in
the form of a country dance interspersed by three episodes in contrasting moods, the
second one in the minor and the third at first in an almost Bach-like style extending to a
passionate con fuoco section which finally unwinds and dies away. A questioning
bridge passage leads to the last hearing of the rondo theme, expanded and varied, ending
with soft arpeggios, (characteristically marked by Dussek to be played with continuous
piano pedal) followed by some very definite final flourishes to conclude the work.

Joanna Leach ©1996



The Musicians

Derek Bell (1935-2002) was not only the highly acclaimed harpist of the Chieftains,
Ireland’s best known interpreters of traditional Celtic music, but also an exceptionally
gifted and knowledgeable classical musician in his own right. Resident in Northern
Ireland, he was harp professor at the Belfast Academy of Music and harpist and oboist
with the BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra. He was also a fine pianist, cimbalom and
dulcimer player as well as a composer and was the recipient of the Manns Prize from
the Royal College of Music. Among his compositions are three piano sonatas and two
symphonies. The second symphony, a substantial work scored for large orchestra,
organ, piano, mixed chorus and harp obbligato, was premièred in 1990 and was
performed the following year at the Edinburgh Festival with the Northern Ireland
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Alan Tongue before being recorded for Athene
(ATHCD14). In 1993 his “Three Images of Ireland in Druid Times” for Irish harp,
strings and timpani was premièred in Boston, U.S.A. As well as playing an important
part in over 30 CDs with the Chieftains, Derek Bell also recorded several CDs of solo
harp music, some of them particularly featuring music by Carolan, the legendary 17th
century blind Irish harpist.

Joanna Leach (1937-2011) played at many salubrious venues including the Wigmore
Hall, the Purcell Room and other London venues both as soloist and accompanist.
Although she continued to perform on the modern piano, she became increasingly
interested in the special qualities of early instruments and their relationship with the
music of their period; she and her then husband founded Athene Records to promote
recordings of such instruments, CDs which have garnered much praise from music
critics worldwide. Her recital CD Four Square, featuring four square pianos dating
from 1787 to 1835, was highly praised in the Penguin Good CD Guide which said
"There is no more convincing fortepiano recital than this". Joanna gave regular recitals
on square pianos, choosing venues where the subtle dynamics of these instruments can
be appreciated at their best. She owned a collection of beautifully restored square pianos



including the Stodart and Clementi heard on this recording which are still housed in the
beautiful music room at her home. After her death, her husband Mike Beville set up the
Joanna Leach Foundation in her memory and the charity is devoted to the promotion of
fine music in the UK. With its support, the new Beehive Community Centre concert
hall in Honiton, Devon is to be named after her. www.peglets.co.uk/jlf/

Joanna Leach Derek Bell
at the recording of this album, 1996



The Instruments
The square piano

J.C. Bach, in 1768, popularised the square piano in England when he played one at a concert “for the
benefit of Mr. Fischer”. From then on it became a status symbol and piano manufacturers found their
product in great demand. The piano developed rapidly from the small five-octave fortepianos with
their bright tone reminiscent of the timbre of the harpsichord or spinet to the subtle and sophisticated
pianos as heard here. Square pianos were used for recitals frequently during the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. The hammer coverings, made of soft leather, in the earlier pianos, with
cloth being introduced later, are an important factor in producing the characteristic tone quality that
came to be greatly admired in the English piano and inspired composers such as Clementi and
Dussek. These later square pianos have a full, singing tone of great beauty; although there is no soft
pedal due to the lateral position of the strings, the instrument is capable of a wide range of dynamics
including a soft sweet pianissimo as well a grand con fuoco fortissimo, if handled sensitively by the
player.

The much admired “wash” of sound which the English pianos achieved was due largely to the lighter
and less immediate damping found in these early instruments. This was considered a positive virtue
and was used to great effect by the composers of the New Romantic movement, enhanced by
extensive use of the pedal. For example, Beethoven’s own pedal indications for the “recitative”
Largo bars in the first movement of the D minor Sonata, Op.31 no. 2, have a beautiful ethereal
transparency of sound on a piano of the period, but must be adapted so as not to sound muddy on a
modern piano. This also applies in many of the John Field Nocturnes (Athene ATHCD1) where the
instructions demand several bars, often including changes of harmony, to be played without a pedal
change. These period instruments enable us to hear Dussek’s works as music lovers of the time
could have expected them to sound. It is an interesting consideration that, as all piano music of this
period was played on what we now term “early pianos” and as the majority of early pianos were
square pianos, it was this sound with which most people would have been familiar.

Stodart, c.1823

The Stodart used in recording the Duos Concertants is a fine instrument with a keyboard range of
five and a half octaves with double action and crank dampers. The sustaining mechanism by this
period is invariably pedal operated. The firm Stodart, founded in 1775, was an important one in the
development and manufacture of the piano, making top quality instruments.



Clementi, 1832

The piano used for the Dussek sonata Élégie Harmonique is a six-octave square piano by Muzio
Clementi & Co. It was manufactured in London and has English double action with the added
refinement of “checks” to catch the hammers on their return. Muzio Clementi was regarded in his
day as one of the greatest living pianists, a virtuoso of enormous repute. He was also considered a
composer of the first rank and became a manufacturer of pianos when in 1802 he was persuaded, in
collaboration with some colleagues to take over the bankrupt firm of Longman & Broderip. His
mastery of the piano meant that he was acutely aware of its limitations. Having the brilliant piano
technician F. Collard in his “team”, and with Clementi’s requirements as the motivating force, the
firm of Clementi and Company very quickly acquired a formidable reputation, rivalling even the
great makers such as Broadwood.

Erard Harp

In Paris Dussek would have been used to the very beautiful and gracious single action harps
produced by Cousineau, Erard and of course Naderman, among others. The French Revolution,
which Sebastien Erard avoided by moving to London, led to a great upsurge of harp building in
England. The single action harp is tuned in E flat major and each string can only be raised one
semitone. The complications of playing intricate music which involved constant modulations led
Pierre Erard, Sebastien’s uncle and a brilliant inventor, to develop the Double Action harp with his
nephew. These beautiful works of art in a Grecian style were immensely popular and were produced
by many other harp manufacturers such as Erat, Stumpff and Serquet. The double action enabled a
harpist, by the expedient of 7 pedals (one for each note of the scale), raising or lowering them into
one of three positions, to produce – for example – A, A sharp or A flat from one string. The harp
heard on this CD was made by the firm of Erard and is an example of the finest harps made in
London at the time. The instrument is smaller than a modern harp and the lower tension and gut
strings combine to produce the delicate transparent period tone.

Tuning
The instruments have been tuned to a' = 423, one of the pitches in use at that period.

Andrew Lancaster ©1996
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